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Diagrams of a Packard Bell Dot S Netbook.Detection of low and high-affinity laccase binders in aqueous and solid phases
by capillary electrophoresis. Alkylamides are natural phytotoxic compounds produced by plant roots and exudates. The
aim of this study was to analyse the binding of various amide concentrations in solution to commercial polydopamine
(PDT) and commercial laccase at different pH conditions. This interaction was analysed by ion-pairing capillary
electrophoresis (ICP-CE). In the case of the aqueous phase, 5 mM phenolic buffer was used as a positive background
electrolyte (BGE) to get rid of the electroosmotic (EO) effect. In the case of the solid phase, the upper limit of the
concentration of amide was 100 mM. In the negative buffer system, PDT bound the small amide, whereas laccase acted as
the strongest binder for the bigger ones. An additional competition was achieved by using 50% of laccase in the BGE. In
the case of the solid phase, laccase bound all amides. The binding was particularly strong for low-affinity binding (Kd > or
=2.4), which disappeared at high-affinity binding (Kd Q: How to get author name on comments, page and articles of a
specific User I am working on a web application in which I have to get the name of the logged in user on comments of all
posts, page and articles. I have used the following code but it is not working. $this->load->library('user');
$this->user->email; $result = $this->user->get_info(); echo $result['username']; Please suggest a way in which I can get
the name of the logged in user. A: You are getting user id not name If you want to get the
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